Factsheet

FIWARE

An European open ecosystem

to develop smart applications
Do you know how Atos can help you setting smart services
based on FIWARE?
Are you looking for opportunities to
combine the Internet of Things with
information and Big Data services on the
Cloud? The FIWARE ecosystem can offer
end-to-end solutions, as it provides enabling
technologies and an open source standard
platform that facilitates the development of
smart applications.
Atos, a leading digital services company
and one of the founders of the initiative, has
acquired deep knowledge of the FIWARE
technologies and ecosystem. Atos is
therefore a reliable provider of commercial
services around FIWARE.

Setting a FIWARE instance
A full FIWARE instance is the first thing our
customers ask for when it comes to develop
and deploy FIWARE based applications. An
instance consists of a replication of FIWARE
components and sufficient capacity quote to
deploy FIWARE technologies. Based on our
experience in operating one of the nodes of the
FIWARE Lab – the experimental and federated
cloud environment where to test and try
FIWARE technologies – and thanks to Atos large
expertise in managing dedicated infrastructures
for multiple customers providing a professional
service on infrastructure operation, we
have designed a service that is adaptable to
customers’ needs.
There are two contracting options:
1. Resources consumed ad hoc, on an hourly/
daily basis
2. A yearly arrangement, with reduced prices
for ad hoc resources
Option 2 allows making significant savings
compared to option 1 but is bound to one year
commitment.

More details regarding what is included in the
services and what is optional:

Included in the service

Excluded from the service *

Infrastructure

Infrastructure

►► Data Center facilities

►► End user hardware

►► Hardware servers & enclosures, HW maintenance, server

Connectivity

management

►► Network connection customer to our premises (WAN)

►► Hardware storage, backup & enclosures

Management

Connectivity

►► Technical and functional application management of the

►► Network, rack capacity
►► Firewalls and VLANs
►► GEANT connectivity for customer management access

applications running on top of the provided platform
►► Management of operating systems (configure, patch, change
management)

►► Access GEANT for virtual machines (public IP-address)

Other

►► Internet access

►► Customer changes, customized SSR’s, projects

Service management

►► Backup and Disaster Recovery

►► Self-management via portal and/or API

►► Services on secondment or project basis, like technical

►► Standard service reporting
►► Virus outbreak management

consultancy
►► Service level for Operating Systems or applications

►► Service and security management
Support
►► Service desk for Super Users and Admin users only

Your business technologists. Powering progress

*Available for purchase separately

Atos, your best FIWARE provider!
IoT solutions based on
FIWARE

Examples of different applications developed using FIWARE:

End-to-end integration service allowing the
connection of the sensors/devices layer to our
customers’ existing systems and applications.
According to analysts in 2015, Atos is positioned
as one of the main players in IoT. Atos has
experience in numerous vertical applications
of IoT technologies and this is backed with a
significant amount of commercial references.
Understanding the business of our customer
is crucial to provide the best IoT solution to a
specific problem and context.
Atos has started to introduce FIWARE as
underlying technology for Smart Cities. Actually,
Atos is deploying FIWARE in two different pilots,
one with the city of Málaga (Spain), where a
mobility app improves city transport for citizens
and the other one in Eindhoven (Netherlands)
about smart lighting for traffic management.
In both cases, Atos is integrating FIWARE with
existing systems, sensors and specific city
services.
FIWARE is already used in 80 cities, members of
the Open & Agiles Smart Cities (OSAC). Beyond
Smart Cities applications and thanks to its
expertise in IoT technologies, Atos offers also
vertical solutions based on FIWARE for different
domains, such as Industry 4.0 or Agrifood.
FIWARE is a suitable technology to pilot IoT
solutions in manufacturing, construction,
logistics, or utilities large companies. The proven
integration of FIWARE with existing commercial
tools leverages the value of FIWARE for many
other sectors, bringing interoperability and
modularity at a competitive price.

Coaching and training
services
Although the specifications of FIWARE APIs
are public and royalty-free, and an open source
reference implementation of each of the
FIWARE components is publicly available, it
is sometimes challenging to start developing
FIWARE applications. To help our customers
overcome the initial learning curve, Atos
offers ad-hoc coaching and training services.
Atos extended experience in developing
FIWARE applications is extremely valuable
when delivering practical training about the
platform. It is particularly suited to present the
overall initiative to IT companies interested in
developing their own FIWARE applications or to
Atos partners developing joint solutions.

atos.net

a) Smart transportation app in Malaga

b) Load level of garbage bins in Madrid

“

The key to a successful implementation of a FIWARE
solution:
Atos is Platinum member of the FIWARE Foundation.
The FIWARE Foundation is the legal independent
body providing shared resources to help to achieve
the FIWARE Mission by Empowering, Promoting,
Augmenting, Protecting, and Validating FIWARE
technologies and the Community around them,
including users, developers and the entire ecosystem.
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